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About This Game

The Rabbit and The Owl is a cooperative puzzle-platformer where you (or you and a friend) journey through a fractured yet
beautiful and hand-painted negative space landscape. The titular characters are confined to the realms of light and dark and are

only able to progress through constant cooperation. Each puzzle requires you to explore and understand how you can best
manipulate the environment and utilize the characters' special abilities to reach their respective goals.

The game is set in the ancient world of Yril, a once vibrant land now a faded shell of its former self. At an uncertain point in
time, two kindred spirits have manifested themselves as the Rabbit and the Owl. You will guide them through tranquil forests,

harsh deserts, crumbling cities, and more while seeing echoes of the past toward a fateful encounter in the depths of Mount
Rulnar.

Key Features

Rich puzzles:
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The game naturally introduces and teaches puzzle-solving concepts as you progress. Each puzzle may draw on concepts
learned before but always has a specific light bulb moment that is unique only to that level. Variety is the spice of life!

Low mechanical skill ceiling:
Mechanical execution of moving the characters, activating switches, using special abilities, etc. is designed to be less
demanding for players who may not be the best at platformers or games in general. The puzzles are mostly solved
through careful analysis of what to do -- the difficulty of actually completing them is kept to a minimum.

Atmospheric, cohesive aesthetics:
Unique, painterly artwork for every level and a soothing, original soundtrack to complement the game and the story.

Co-op:
Play solo by swapping between control of the Rabbit and the Owl, or play with a friend by plugging in a controller or
two (currently only shared screen and officially tested for Xbox 360/One controllers). There is an unofficial workaround
for playing online co-op, but your mileage may vary. Read more about it here.

Interpretive story:
Piece together the mythology of the world and Yril's past to discover why the Rabbit and the Owl are here now.
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best Ping Pong for the Vive so far. I dont care for hip enviroments . i care for good physics und ai. this one delivers. This is only
69p in the sale and I like it. I suspect it's going to get comedically difficult as the career progresses but I like the risk \/ reward
of the boost system being converted to time at the end. This means that being conservative with the boost can help you win the
race even if you are not first across the line. Gameplay-wise, it feels like Flatout, if not quite as good as Bugbear's classic racing
games.. While not an A title game, this is a well executed indie game that is really well executed. Overall, I'd recommend the
game but don't expect a seamless experience.
First the bad:
* There were immediate bugs encountered. Everything from running the game under Windows 10 to game crashes to mangled
troops. That said, I wrote the developer and he *immediately* either gave me a workaround or actually fixed these bugs. I've
never seen support like this before and this alone makes me recommend this game.
* The play balance is still a bit off. Certain commodities like cotton are only found in the colonies, so only England and France
have access to them. If the AI is running these countries and doesn't develop them, everyone ends up short. There are plenty of
similar examples.
* The AI is really bad. Even with the agressive option set it can't really offer much of a threat. That said, it's still fun to stomp
on. But the objectives you need to win are trivial to accomplish.
* There are various UI annoyances, from poorly designed interfaces to stuff like trouble dragging troops around (half the time
they snap back and you've got to do it again).
Second the good:
* Really detailed economic model. You not only can develop resources and build production buildings, but you can trade with
foreign powers. Most of the trade is automated and made simple, despite there being ~20 resource types. You can also dominate
a given commodity and force the price up, making a ton of money. Playing the economic game was as satisfying as the military.
* Very cool system of troop recuitment and organization. Both troops and officers are recruited separately, with officers
limiting the number of battalions your army can have while troops fill in the bulk. Reorganizing armies is easy and makes a huge
difference in the tactical battles.
* Good quality graphics for an indie game.
* Excellent developer support (bug fixes in days!)
* Active improvements. I expect once the bugs and balance issues get worked out this will be an excellent game.

Overall I'm giving this a positive review despite the negatives, mostly because I believe it will work those out soon and be a
truely good game.

. This is a mediocre (bordering to awful) puzzle game, that looks great but have game breaking flaws and nothing special
gameplaywise. There are one or two pretty clever puzzles in the game but apart from that the rest is pretty much just reusing the
two most overused core mechanics from puzzle platformers (stop time and swap between worlds), and they have both been used
in much better games before. The devs must also have realized that the snail would break some puzzle solutions and therefore
they sometimes arbitrarly don't alow you to call her to you.

It's also very short. I finished it at 1,8 hours acording to steam and it would have been shorter had it not been for the fact that
you can permanently get stuck in a chapter and since there are no mid chapter checkpoints, you can have to replay the entire
chapter again. I would guess you would finish it in about 90 minutes in a blind playthrough. Yes the chapters are very short but
you shouldn't force the player to replay the entire chapter if they quit mid chapter (did this once) or if something with the game
phyiscs breaks (this happend two times). But the worst of theese where when you give away your timeswapper just before the
final confrontation (because reasons...) in the end of the 7th chapter, if you are in the wrong world (the current timeline) you are
permanently stuck since you can't interact with anything and the platforms that you move forward with does not excist in this
timeline. This is just incompetent game design, even for a 5€ game.

There are so many better games in this genre. Stay away from this tat.. A great game from the creator of Diablo.
Tons of classes to choose from with play styles for everyone.
I really have enjoyed playing this game and seeing the amazing game it is now.
. This Mahjong variant gives you a minor selection of golden tiles mixed in with the normal tiles. Your primary goal is to
quickly match-away all of the golden tiles. You get a greater score for how fast you go and how many normal tiles remain after
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matching away all of the golden tiles.

The game play and graphics are fine.. It's like every other 2D Mahjong game you have played.

The problem with the game is the gated levels. I am in the Amateur level. It gives me a selection of 20 Mahjong puzzles to play.
Once I earn enough points I can unlock the next level. I estimate that if all of the levels are unlocked I will have access to 100
additional Mahjong puzzles to play.

I have played through all of the 20 amateur puzzles available to me. I am replaying them over and over again but I don't see that
I am earning any more points. The grind wall is formidable. If you are a fiercely competitive Mahjong player and welcome the
challenge of trying to penetrate that next level so you can get access to more puzzles with a sweaty palm and strained eyes, this is
your Mahjong game.

For me, I just wanted to play some Mahjong while my 3D software is rendering animations.. Maybe I am half-watching a
YouTube video on my other monitor. I am a casual player. This game has a lot of puzzles I will likely never see. For this reason
I am giving this game a thumbs-down. I paid for a complete game but I won't be able to play the complete set of puzzles.. Greate
game, awesome to show How VR could work, Maybe a full release game like this one day?
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If you like the PRR and you have Horseshoe Curve, you need this train. Pulls great, runs great, sounds great. Not crazy over the
bell, but that's a personal preference I guess. The horn is my favorite in the game. This thing smokes more than Willie Nelson (if
you catch my drift), just like the real alcos did. The RS11 was also used on the LIRR, so I'm hoping they make a route out here
so they can make a reskin of this in LIRR blue and orange. Recommended to my by a friend, I'm glad I gave it a try! Brilliantly
addictive! Reminds me of the days when fun was the most important thing to have with a game! Playing with all the Kaijus,
trying new strategies and unlocking the levels is throughoutly enjoyable.

The Kaiju Offensive will remind you about what gaming should be about!. Got it from a bundle. 4 am at night and I randomly
scroll through my library, install and play a game. Happened to be this, beat it in 20 minutes and swiftly uninstalled it.

End result: not worth the two bucks it asks for unless you find it in a bundle.

. To be real, this is like one of the most HARDEST games i have ever played. Coming from me me who have played Club
Penguin, Minecraft, Dark Souls III, Cuphead, and Roblox. Def requires a lot of skill and strategy.. (Played on Oculus Rift)
This is a solid "God-view" tower defense game. Definite value for money at $10!

Well balanced gameplay, characters are good enough to make me want to get in and look at them up close sometimes, and really
intuitive UI after some early updates by the Dev.

If you like Tower Defense - or even if you're just after a "different paced" VR experience, I'd recommend this. 8\/10. So far
have played this game for about 30 mins died around 20 times lol. This game screams retro all the way. This game looks sounds
and feels like a nes game you would have grown up playing in the 80s. If you have ever played or heard of a game called arkistas
ring it has that kind of feel to it. For $5 you cant go wrong its the price of a coffee and youll get much more enjoyment out of
this.. Videoball is what's for dinner.. This loco came with the Mannheim Karlsruhe pack and for me this loc is a total lost money
item, I read in the comments the problems with it where fixed, but not in my version, the loc does not go more fast then 50kmh,
and the scenarios that came with it want you to drive more quick, purchased yesterday 3 \/5\/2016, so where are the updates.

Patch 4 and Future Features:
Hey everyone,

It's been a little over a month since The Rabbit and The Owl was released! To celebrate, we will be having a week-long sale for 
20% off starting at 10 am PST from September 10 to September 17. As a reminder, there is a demo of the game on Steam in
case you'd like to try it out first (on the store page on the right-hand side). And of course, as always, thank you to everyone who
has already supported the game thus far :)

I also wanted to let you all know a few features on our radar that we are working to add to the game:

Several bonus levels that have been cut from the original game will be re-introduced as free content. They will be
unlocked once you complete the base game campaign.

PS4 controller support.

An official guide with a hint/spoiler system to be posted on the game's community hub guides section.

Localization to other languages, starting with traditional and simplified Chinese.

Finally, here are the notes on a small patch!

General. Patch 3 (August 23, 2018):
Hey everyone,

Here are a few more adjustments to the game. Nothing too drastic!
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General. Patch 5:
Still making refinements to the game! PS4 controller support is next on the radar.

General. Official release date set for Friday, August 3!:
We're very excited to announce The Rabbit and The Owl will release on Friday, August 3 at noon! This game has been a long
time coming, ever since development initially started around April 2015. I can't believe it's been over 3 years -- so many trials
and tribulations along the way. We can't wait until we can share what we've created with all of you!

- Gary. Patch 1 (August 8, 2018):
Hey everyone,

There are bound to be bugs or issues that slip through the cracks, despite how much testing we do internally. In an effort to
document things, here are the things we fixed in our first patch!

Note: Previous updates were to correct the tiniest of issues, such as slightly moving a respawn point.

General. Demo now available!:
Hello everyone,

For those of you who have wishlisted The Rabbit and The Owl and didn't know we had a demo on our website (I admit it's not
obvious), the demo is now available on Steam for your convenience! The "Download Demo" button should be on the right-hand
side of the Store page. Any progress you make will carry over to the full game should you decide to purchase the full game.

If there are any issues, please send an email to contact@formalsheep.com or post a new thread on the game's discussion forums
on Steam. Thanks!

- Gary
. Patch 2 (August 14, 2018):
Hey everyone,

This is a small patch just to fix some things that I noticed while watching some people play.

Levels. Online Co-op... Kind Of!:
Hey everyone,

It has come to my attention that there is an unofficial workaround to playing online co-op with friends. It is not anything
implemented natively, but basically you can use an application called Parsec.

Essentially, it lets one person host the game locally and share their screen with other players online. Their input devices are
seamlessly integrated into the host's computer so you can play the game as if you were connected to the host's computer directly.
There's very little latency as long as everyone's Internet is good.

I was able to test this successfully with both the 1 controller + 1 keyboard setup and the 2 controller setup for co-op.

I've seen this application being used for games like Enter the Gungeon and Sausage Sports Club -- games that do not inherently
have online co-op but use this as a workaround. I just caution that I do not officially support it and give no guarantees that it'll
work well for you.

Anyways, just thought you all should know that this is a possible option!

Link to the Parsec website.[www.parsecgaming.com]
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